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Abstract 
Cell-cell contact formation constitutes the first step in the emergence of multicellularity in 

evolution, thereby allowing the differentiation of specialized cell types. In metazoan 

development, cell-cell contact formation is thought to influence cell fate specification, and 

cell fate specification has been implicated in cell-cell contact formation. However, 

remarkably little is yet known about whether and how the interaction and feedback between 

cell-cell contact formation and cell fate specification affect development. Here we identify a 

positive feedback loop between cell-cell contact duration, morphogen signaling and 

mesendoderm cell fate specification during zebrafish gastrulation. We show that long 

lasting cell-cell contacts enhance the competence of prechordal plate (ppl) progenitor cells 

to respond to Nodal signaling, required for proper ppl cell fate specification. We further 

show that Nodal signalling promotes ppl cell-cell contact duration, thereby generating an 

effective positive feedback loop between ppl cell-cell contact duration and cell fate 

specification. Finally, by using a combination of theoretical modeling and experimentation, 

we show that this feedback loop determines whether anterior axial mesendoderm cells 

become ppl progenitors or, instead, turn into endoderm progenitors. Our findings reveal 

that the gene regulatory networks leading to cell fate diversification within the developing 

embryo are controlled by the interdependent activities of cell-cell signaling and contact 

formation. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Embryogenesis: cell differentiation and 
morphogenesis  
The sexual reproduction of multicellular organisms relies on the formation of a new individual 

starting from a single cell, the zygote. This entails the production of multiple cells that 

acquire specialized functions and, at the same time, organize into distinct tissues, structures 

and eventually organs. Embryogenesis, i.e. the formation of an embryo, is the first step 

towards the formation of a new individual. The set of events that brings about the 

specialization of cells into several types is referred to as cell differentiation, while the process 

by which cells organize in space to give the embryo its shape is named morphogenesis. Cell 

differentiation and morphogenesis are two inseparable sides of the same coin, as the 

success of embryogenesis requires the coordinated and timely unfolding of both processes. 

 

1.1.1 Cell differentiation in the early embryo 

The differentiation of a cell into a particular type is viewed as a path along which one can 

make several irreversible choices. Even though every cell can initially choose any possible 

path, each turn restricts the range of reachable destinations down to the final one1. However, 

the events that lead to an irreversible choice unfold over time. Typically, a cascade of 

molecular events is initiated so that the cell starts differentiating into a certain type. For a 

period of time, this differentiation program is reversible and can be reset towards a different 

cell type: the cell’s fate is specified. After a certain point, the cell is committed to this 

particular fate: the irreversible choice is made and the cell’s fate is determined.  

One of the first choices an embryonic cell makes is during gastrulation, when embryonic 

progenitor cells, or blastomeres, differentiate and eventually separate into the three germ 

layers, ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm. Ectoderm progenitor cells generate the 

epidermis and the nervous system. Mesoderm progenitor cells form blood, muscles, bones, 

kidney, gonads and connective tissues, while endoderm progenitor cells give rise to the 

epithelial cell types of the inner organs. In most cases, mesendoderm progenitors are first 

specified that then further differentiate in mesoderm or endoderm. The mechanisms that 

lead to the differentiation into ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm vary among organisms. 

Molecules that are sufficient to initiate differentiation, i.e. determinants, may be 

asymmetrically distributed in the zygote, so that, after cleavage, they are inherited only by a 
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subset of blastomeres2 (Fig. 1.1.1a). In the ascidian embryo, for instance, specification of 

primary muscle mesoderm is due to inheritance of mRNA coding for the transcription factor 

macho-13,4. Similarly, asymmetric localization of Wnt signals and subsequent nuclear 

translocation of β-catenin is responsible for the specification of skeletogenic mesoderm in 

sea urchin5–7 and of dorsal mesendoderm in zebrafish and xenopus embryos8–11. In these 

cases cell specification is autonomous and differentiation can be achieved in isolation from 

the rest of the embryo6,12,13. Nonetheless, cell specification may require direct or indirect cell 

communication, as one or more cells produce signals that change the fate of other 

embryonic cells (Fig. 1.1.1b). In the very same sea urchin embryo, contact with a 

skeletogenic micromere is necessary and sufficient for endoderm specification of any other 

embryonic cell 6. In c.elegans the specification of the first endoderm precursor happens at 

the 4-cell stage and requires the interaction between the posterior most cell (P2) and the 

neighbouring cell (EMS)14,15. In the ascidian embryo, cell-cell contact between specific cell 

pairs is necessary for the specification of notochord and neural precursors16,17. In such 

cases, one cell induces the other by direct interaction. In other cases the molecules 

triggering cell specification are soluble and can act at a distance from the producing cells 

(Fig. 1.1.1c). Ligands of the Transforming Growth Factor beta (TGF-β) family like Nodals 

and Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (BMPs), as well as Fibroblast Growth Factors (FGFs) 

have been shown to have such functions in the early embryo and are also called 

morphogens 18,19. Since morphogens can diffuse from their source, they have been shown to 

form gradients or to have graded activity. In these cases the inductive effect of a morphogen 

may vary according to the relative position of producing and receiving cell 20–22, as well as 

with the time the receiving cell spends within the gradient23. We will discuss one example of 

graded morphogen activity in the following section regarding nodal ligands in the zebrafish 

embryo.  
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1.1.2 Morphogenesis 

The process by which embryos acquire their shape is named morphogenesis, literally the 

generation of form. It comprises the events that transform an initial mass of cells into a 

structured body and it has been most thoroughly described in the context of gastrulation.  

During gastrulation the progenitor cells of the three germ layers reorganize so that the 

embryo becomes a multilayered structure with mesoderm and endoderm progenitor cells 

inside and ectoderm progenitor cells outside. This is due to subsets of embryonic cells 

displaying specific cell behaviors in a coordinated fashion that result in movements of whole 

tissues, i.e. morphogenic movements. Interestingly, only a few morphogenic movements 

have been repeatedly observed among metazoan: i) epiboly, the spreading of a layer of cells 

over another; ii) internalization, the penetration of superficial cells into the interior of the 

embryo; iii) emboly, the migration of internalized cells; iv) convergent-extension, narrowing of 

a tissue along one axis and concomitant extension along another axis 24.    

Each of these morphogenic movements is the result of a set of coordinated cell behaviors. 

Cell behaviors that lead to morphogenic movements are cell division, cell growth, cell death, 
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cell shape change, extracellular matrix secretion and cell movement25. Even though both 

morphogenic movements and the cellular behaviors that cause them are conserved among 

metazoan there is great variation as of which set of cellular behaviors drives a specific 

morphogenic movement26. The internalization of mesendoderm cells, for instance, happens 

by invagination in invertebrate embryos such as ascidians27 and drosophila28,29. This kind of 

internalization is caused mainly by cell shape changes within a continuous epithelium, 

namely the apical constriction of mesendoderm progenitor cells30. In amphibian embryos, 

instead, mesendoderm cells internalize by involution, the folding of a coherent tissue31, while 

in the zebrafish embryo they ingress singularly but synchronously32. In other cases, different 

mesendoderm types use different behaviors to ingress. In the sea urchin the skeletogenic 

mesoderm cells internalize by ingression, followed by invagination of the other 

mesendoderm progenitor cells33,34. 

Gastrulation is the result of several morphogenic movements that are coordinated in space 

and time. Internalization of mesendoderm is coupled to epiboly of the overlying ectoderm in 

organisms as diverse as ctenophores, amphibians and teleost fish, and further coordinated 

with convergent-extension in vertebrate embryos24. 

1.2 Zebrafish embryogenesis 
Embryonic development of the zebrafish, Danio rerio, begins with the deposition of mature 

oocytes surrounded by an a-cellular membrane, the chorion. Fertilization is external and 

sperm entry is restricted spatially, as it can only happen through a small opening in the 

chorion, the micropyle35. The zygote is a mix of yolk and cytoplasm that are separated by 

means of cytoplasmic streaming, which results in the accumulation of cytoplasm at one pole 

of the embryo (Fig.1.2.1). The embryo is then intrinsically asymmetric, with a cytoplasmic 

animal pole and a yolk rich vegetal pole. This first embryonic asymmetry determines the first 

body axis, as the animal pole will be the anterior and the vegetal pole the posterior end of 

the embryo. 
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The animal-vegetal (or antero-posterior) axis is actually established during the early phases 

of oocyte maturation, when the Balbiani body is positioned at the future vegetal pole of the 

oocyte (Fig. 1.2.2). The Balbiani body is a transient aggregate of organelles that forms near 

the early oocyte nucleus, moves towards the future vegetal pole and is then dissolved36. The 

identification of the bucky ball mutant, that does not form a Balbiani body, has clearly shown 

how this structure is necessary for the establishment of the antero-posterior axis37. Not only: 

the determinants that establish the dorso-ventral body axis are also transported vegetally by 

the Balbiani body. It has been recently shown that wnt8a mRNA is localized in the Balbiani 

body during oocyte maturation, then vegetally in the zygote and later moved along transient 

microtubules bundles to the future dorsal side of the embryo38,39. Wnt8a is sufficient to 

induce differentiation of embryonic cells into dorsal types, making it the bona fide maternal 

determinant of dorsal identity in the zebrafish embryo38. The fact that both the antero-

posterior and dorso-ventral body axes are already set up in the oocyte is emblematic of the 

importance of maternally inherited factors in the patterning of the early embryo, which we will 

discuss in the following session.        
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1.2.1 Early embryo morphogenesis  

Cytoplasmic streaming and the transport of maternal determinants to the dorsal side 

continue during the first cell divisions, starting 45 min after fertilization and proceeding 

synchronously at 15 min intervals. Cytokinesis starts at the animal pole and is incomplete, 

leaving the blastomeres connected to the yolk by numerous cytoplasmic bridges 

(meroblastic cleavage). At the 16-cell stage, the central most blastomeres are completely 

cellularized and, during the following divisions, only the marginal most blastomeres remain 

connected with the yolk40 (Fig. 1.2.1.1a).  

 

At the 512-cell stage the zygotic genome starts to be transcribed (mid-blastula transition)41 

and, shortly after, one can recognize three different tissues. The outer cells differentiate into 

a squamous monolayered epithelium, the enveloping layer (EVL). The cells that are in 

contact with the yolk collapse into it and form a syncitium, the yolk syncitial layer (YSL)40. In 

between are the deep cells, that will form the embryo proper (Fig. 1.2.1.1b). As cell divisions 

continue the blastomeres compact and the embryo acquires different shapes that have been 

used to describe specific stages of development, such as high (3.3 hpf) and sphere (4 hpf). 

At 4.3 hpf the yolk appears to bulge towards the animal pole, defining the dome stage and 

being the clearest sign that epiboly is beginning. During epiboly, YSL, deep cells and EVL 

move vegetally and engulf the yolk. When the embryonic cells have reached the equator 

(50% epiboly, 5.3 hpf), gastrulation begins. While the ectoderm progenitor cells keep moving 

towards the vegetal pole of the embryo, mesendoderm progenitor cells separate by 

synchronized cell ingression at the margin between deep cells and YSL32,42 (Fig. 1.2.1.1a,c). 

The ingressed cells then move animally while further differentiating in mesoderm and 

endoderm32,42–44. At this point the dorsal side of the embryo becomes evident, as the 

ingression of mesendoderm progenitor cells starts earlier and results in a compact structure, 
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the embryonic shield. The axial mesendoderm progenitor cells that form the shield will 

collectively migrate in a compact cluster, the prechordal plate32,42,43. Starting from 7 hpf, 

concomitantly with the separation of the three germ layers, the deep cells move towards the 

dorsal side of the embryo (convergence) and intercalate radially, resulting in an elongation of 

the antero-posterior axis (extension). At 10 hpf, tailbud stage, the embryonic tissues have 

engulfed completely the yolk cell and gastrulation is completed. It is followed by the 

segmentation period, during which the tail is extended away from the yolk while the somites 

and neuromeres are formed. At 24 hpf embryos have reached the pharyngula stage, 

characterized by the beginning of organogenesis. Organ morphogenesis and the formation 

of organ systems continue in the next two days of development, when the larva hatches, the 

swimming bladder is inflated and the larva starts seeking food and avoid perils45.   
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1.2.2 Early embryo patterning: fate maps 

Similarly to the situation in the xenopus embryo, the prospective dorsal side of the zebrafish 

embryo is specified by the position of maternal determinants within the zygote. However, 

differently from xenopus, the plane of early cell divisions are not predictive of the future 

embryonic axes in the zebrafish embryo: the plane of bilateral symmetry does not 

correspond to the first cleavage plane and the dorsoventral axis does not align with the 

second cleavage plane40,46. Moreover, extensive cell mixing occurs during the early phases 

of epiboly so that the progenies of different blastomeres occupy partially overlapping regions 

at later stages of development46. Therefore, the origin of differentiated cells within the 

zebrafish embryo cannot be traced back to singular early blastomeres. Not cell lineage, but 

the position of zebrafish progenitor cells within the embryo is predictive of cell fate (Fig. 

1.2.2.1). The cells at the outer edge of the embryo, in contact with culture medium, will 

differentiate into EVL, while the marginal blastomeres that keep cytoplasmic connection with 

the yolk cell will form the YSL40. The position along the animal-vegetal axis at 50% epiboly 

determines the likelihood of deep cells becoming endoderm, mesoderm or ectoderm. 

Endoderm progenitor cells are closest to the margin with the YSL, mesoderm progenitor 

cells occupy the first 6 tiers from the margin and ectoderm progenitor cells are located in 

animal regions47. Moreover, the position of deep cells along the dorsoventral axis predicts 

the tissue or organ they will form47, as well as their position along the antero-posterior axis. 

Due to the movements of convergence and extension taking place during gastrulation, cells 

located dorsally will give rise to anterior structures while cells located ventrally will form 

posterior structures.  

Interestingly, cell fate specification is a relatively long process in zebrafish development, as 

deep cells are not irreversibly committed to their fate until 50% epiboly48. Before this stage, a 

mesendoderm progenitor cell transplanted to an ectopic animal region of the embryo 

acquires the fate typical of that region and integrates in the specified tissue. This potential is 

gradually lost after gastrulation starts and cells are terminally committed by mid-gastrulation 

stages49.   
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1.2.3 Early embryo patterning: molecular mechanisms 

The first lineages to be specified in the zebrafish embryos are the YSL and EVL. The YSL 

plays important roles in the patterning and morphogenesis of the deep cells, however the 

mechanisms that lead to YSL differentiation have not been elucidated yet40,50. EVL 

differentiation depends on the expression of inhibitor of NFkB kinase 1 (ikk1) and of the 

transcription factor interferon regulatory factor 6 (ifr6)51,52. Messenger RNAs for both factors 

are maternally provided and ubiquitously expressed, necessary but not sufficient for EVL 

specification. Interestingly, EVL differentiation depends on cell-cell contact53 and can be 

induced in aggregates formed either by ectoderm, mesoderm or endoderm progenitor 

cells54, suggesting that the asymmetry between cell to cell and cell to medium interfaces 

may represent the signal for EVL specification.     

 

The molecular processes leading to deep cells patterning start already during oogenesis, 

when maternal determinants are deposited asymmetrically within the egg. Wnt8a mRNA is 

localized in the Balbiani body during oocyte maturation and translocated to the future dorsal 

side of the embryo during early cleavage stages 38,39.  Wnt8 activates canonical Wnt 

pathway and causes nuclear localization of β-catenin in a subset of dorsal blastomeres, 

which form the zebrafish Nieuwkoop center55. At the 512-cell stage the zygotic genome 

starts to be transcribed and expression of β-catenin target genes is initiated in the dorsal 

blastomeres. At the same time other Wnt genes as well as ventral homeobox/ventral 

expressed homeobox (vox/vent) and bmp2b and bmp7 are expressed in the rest of the 

embryo. β-catenin targets include dharma, dikkopf 1 (dkk1)56 and nodal related 1 (ndr1, also 
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known as squint)57. Dharma is a transcription factor that represses vox/vent which, in turn, 

repress expression of chordin58. Chordin is an inhibitor of BMP signaling, while Dkk1 is an 

inhibitor of Wnt signaling56,59. As a consequence, BMP and Wnt activity gradients are 

formed, with high activity at the ventral side and low activity at the dorsal side. 

Concomitantly, Ndr1 activates nodal signaling, inducing expression of itself and ndr2 (or 

Cyclops) and creating a nodal activity gradient with higher activity at the dorsal side and 

lower at the ventral side of the embryo57,60,61.  After YSL formation, expression of ndr1 and 

ndr2 is detected in the YSL and in the blastomeres immediately adjacent to it62,63. 

Consequently, the shape of nodal graded activity changes considerably, so that nodal 

activity is detected along the whole margin of the embryo. Nodal signalling also initiates 

expression of the FGF ligands fgf8 and fgf3, so that a gradient of FGF signalling forms, 

expanding slightly further than the nodal activity area64. Moreover, marginal cells express 

aldheyde dehydrogenase 1a2 (aldh1a2), which catalyses the synthesis of retinoic acid (RA), 

while expression of cytochrome P450 26a1 (cyp26a1), which degrades RA, is detected at 

the dorsal and vegetal margin areas and in the animal pole of the embryo65–67. This creates a 

source-sink system by which a gradient of RA is formed as well68.    

By sphere stage (4hpf), the graded activities of Wnt, BMP, Nodal, FGF and RA create a 

map: the position of blastomeres within the embryo determines the amount and type of 

signals they will receive and this combinatorial information is thought to specify the different 

cell types of the early embryo69. High levels of nodal signaling are sufficient to induce 

endoderm and dorsal mesoderm, while decreasing levels of nodal specify progressively 

posterior/ventral mesodermal cell fates70–73. However, the concerted action of nodal and 

FGF signals is required for maintenance of mesoderm during late gastrulation64, while the 

interaction between nodal, BMP and FGF signaling is thought to regulate the number of 

differentiating endoderm cells74. Moreover, FGF inhibition causes the loss of trunk and 

posterior mesodermal structure, while the expression of posterior markers in both mesoderm 

and ectoderm is increased upon over-expression of FGF ligands75. BMP and RA are 

implicated in the antero-posterior patterning of the brain, as inhibition of BMP or RA 

signalling causes the loss of posterior structures while their upregulation results in the loss of 

anterior domains66,67,76,77. Therefore, cell fate specification and cell differentiation in the 

zebrafish early embryo depend on the formation of multiple morphogen gradients, whose 

combined signalling activities determine the fate of cells in different domains of the embryo 

(Fig. 1.2.3). However, the graded activity of morphogens has been inferred mainly by 

assessing the expression levels of target genes. That morphogen ligands can form diffusion 

gradients has been shown for FGF and Nodal, using overexpression of fluorescently tagged 

ligands21,78. Nonetheless, the shape and temporal establishment of the endogenous 

morphogen gradients have been described only for RA during gastrulation. The use of a 
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genetically encoded probe allowed to visualize endogenous RA and to show that a RA 

gradient progressively forms from 50% epiboly to 3-4 somite stages, as predicted by the 

expression domains of aldh1a2 and cyp26a168. Therefore, how the graded activity of BMP, 

FGF, Wnt and Nodal relates to expression levels and spatio-temporal distribution of ligands 

remains unclear.  

 

 
 

1.2.4 Nodal signaling and mesendoderm specification in the zebrafish 
embryo 

Nodals belong to the TGFβ family of extracellular ligands. Nodal homologs have been 

identified in a wide range of both vertebrate and invertebrate species, where they have been 

implicated in early embryonic patterning and establishment of left-right asymmetry. However, 

their role in early development seems to have transitioned: nodal ligands are expressed 

solely in ectoderm in invertebrate species while they are necessary and sufficient to induce 

mesendoderm cell fates in vertebrates. Three nodal ligands have been identified in 

zebrafish, ndr1 (squint), ndr2 (cyclops)60 and ndr3 (southpaw)79. While ndr1 and ndr2 are 

necessary for early specification of mesendodermal cell types, ndr3 is required for the 

establishment of left-right asymmetries during late gastrulation stages62,79. Nodal ligands are 

produced as pro-proteins that need to be secreted and cleaved by Furin proteases to 

become active80,81. Once active they can signal through serine/threonine kinase receptor 
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complexes comprising two type I receptors (activin receptor-like 1ba, Acvr1ba), two type II 

receptors (Acvr2a/b), and the co-receptor one eyed pinhead (Oep)82,83. Ligand binding 

causes receptor heterodimerisation, which is followed by mutual phosphorylation.  

Following receptor phosphorylation, the complex of ligand, receptors and co-receptor is 

internalized by endocytosis84. Once endocytosed, the complex is bound by the scaffold 

protein Smad Anchor for Receptor Activation (SARA), that facilitates the interaction between 

the receptors and their effector molecule, Smad285,86. Smad2 is a transcription factor that 

shuffles between nucleus and cytoplasm via kinesin mediated transport over microtubules87. 

Once phosphorylated by active nodal receptors, Smad2 binds Smad4 and complexes 

formed by Smad2/Smad4 and Forkhead Box H1/3 (FoxH1/3) bind to activin responsive 

elements (ARE) in the genome, activating transcription of target genes88 (see Fig. 1.2.4 for a 

schematic representation of Nodal signaling). While unphosphorylated Smad2 and Smad4 

shuttle between cytoplasm and nucleus, complexes of phosphorylated Smad2 with Smad4 

are thought to be retained in the nucleus, so that activation of nodal signaling results in 

nuclear accumulation of Smad2/Smad489. The degree of Smad2 nuclear accumulation 

correlates with the concentration of nodal ligands a cell is exposed to, so that Smad2 nuclear 

to cytoplasmic ratios can be used to infer the level of nodal signaling within a cell90. The level 

of nodal signaling, in turn, determines the set of genes that are activated in a particular cell. 

High levels of nodal signalling are required for the expression of the target genes goosecoid 

(gsc) and casanova (cas)61,71,72, marker genes for dorsal axial mesendoderm91 and 

endoderm92,93, respectively. Progressively lower levels are sufficient to trigger expression of 

floating-head (flh), a notochord marker gene94, and notail (ntl), a pan-mesodermal marker 

gene91,94.  
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Among the direct target genes of nodal signaling in the zebrafish are ndr1, ndr2 and other 

two members of the family of nodal related ligands, lefty 1 and lefty 2 (lft1/2)60,61,95. Lft1/2 are 

secreted inhibitors of nodal signaling that act by both sequestering Ndr1/2 in the intra-cellular 

space and preventing Oep from participating in receptor complexes96. It has been proposed 

that the expression of both Ndr1/2 and Lft1/2 by the marginal most blastomeres of the 

zebrafish embryo ensures graded nodal activity along the animal-vegetal axis. Over-

expression studies of tagged versions of Ndr1/2 and lft1/2 show that Ndr1/2 present lower 

diffusivity than Lefty1/2 so that nodal activity is ensured at short distances from the source 

and inhibited further away78. In this view, nodal behaves according to the model of reaction-

diffusion first postulated by Turing, where the interaction between a short range activator and 
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a long range inhibitor creates patterns of target genes expression. This view is supported by 

the evidence that Ndr1 can activate target genes at a distance72 and the signalling activity of 

Ndr1/2 can be inhibited by Lft1/2 in a dose dependent manner73. However, Ndr2 can diffuse 

and induce target genes expression only at a very short distance from the source72,78, even 

though Ndr2 is necessary for the maintenance of axial mesendoderm marker genes, such as 

gcs97,98, and it is thought to contribute to the graded nodal activity along the antero-posterior 

axis. Recently an alternative model has been proposed in which not diffusivity but temporal 

control of ndr1/2 and lft1/2 expression allows the determination of domains with different 

nodal activity. Van Boxtel et al., show that Ndr1/2 expressed by the YSL induces Ndr1/2 

expression in the adjacent blastomeres, that, in turn, signal to the blastomeres closest to 

them. Lft1/2 are also direct target of nodal signaling and so transcribed in the signal 

receiving cells at similar rates as Ndr1/2; however their translation is delayed due to the 

action of the microRNA mir-403. This results in Lft1/2 proteins reaching levels necessary to 

block Ndr1/2 mediated signaling only at 50% epiboly stages, three hours after the onset of 

nodal signaling. Within this time window, the cells that were closer to the YSL had been 

exposed to nodal signal for longer time than the ones situated further away: the duration of 

signalling determines nodal graded activity along the animal-vegetal axis and not diffusion of 

nodal ligands63. Similarly, it has been shown that the duration of nodal signalling may 

account for the specification of different mesendodermal cell types along the antero-posterior 

axis23. The notion that the duration and not only the maximum level of signalling plays a role 

in mesendodermal fate specification relies on cells being able to integrate signalling events 

over long periods of time. The fact that Smad2 nuclear accumulation persists long after 

nodal signalling has ceased suggests that such a mechanism might be in place63. The 

persistence of active signaling complexes within early endosomes has been proposed to 

enable the integration of nodal signalling over time and regulation of ligand and receptor 

recycling has been shown to affect target gene expression84,99,100. These findings have led to 

the formulation of the cumulative dose hypothesis: mesendodermal cell fate specification 

depends on both the level and the duration of nodal signalling. Recently, we have used a 

light activatable form of the nodal receptor to study the effect of controlled level and duration 

of nodal signalling on zebrafish gene expression98. We found that gene expression varied 

according to the developmental stage at which nodal signalling was activated, suggesting 

that not only the level and duration of signalling but also the intracellular state of receiving 

cells determines mesendodermal cell fate specification.   
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1.3 Cell-cell adhesion as a driver of morphogenesis 
Morphogenic movements of tissues depend on the mechanical coupling of the cells they are 

composed of so that cell-cell adhesion is one of the major drivers of morphogenesis. 

Absence or mis-regulation of cell-cell adhesion molecules result in gross morphological 

defects in virtually all organisms described so far. The mechanisms by which cell-cell 

adhesion is ensured and controlled in early embryos have been the focus of intense study in 

the past decades. We will here limit our attention to cadherin mediated cell-cell adhesion and 

how its regulation is thought to influence morphogenic movements.  

 

1.3.1 Cadherin mediated cell-cell adhesion: the cadherin superfamily 

The family of cadherin proteins is an extended one and comprises classical, desmosomal, 

proto- and receptor cadherins101,102. Their functionality depends on calcium and they are 

composed of an N- terminal extracellular domain, a one pass transmembrane domain and a 

C-terminal intracellular domain102,103. The extracellular domain is composed of a variable 

number of EC repeats, a conserved motif typical of cadherins. Each cadherin subfamily 

presents a characteristic number of EC repeats, with classical and desmosomal cadherins 

having 5, protocadherins 6 to 34 and receptor cadherins 7101. The other subfamily defining 

feature of cadherin resides in their intracellular domain, or cytoplasmic tail. While receptor 

cadherins have a very short cytoplasmic tail, classical, desmosomal and proto-cadherins 

present an extended intracellular domain101,104. A certain level of conservation has been 

observed in the intracellular domains of protochaderins, even though their intracellular 

binding partners remain largely uncharacterized104,105. However, increasing evidence points 

to protocadherins being involved in signalling controlling cell-cell adhesion, more than 

mechanically mediating cell-cell contact105,106. The cytoplasmic tail of desmosomal and 

classical cadherins, instead, mediates the binding to elements of the cell cytoskeleton. 

Desmosomal cadherins have a variable cytoplasmic tail and bind to intermediate filaments, 

mediating the formation of stable junctional complexes found at the basal side of epithelia, 

the desmosomes101. Desmosomal cadherins are therefore essential to functional epithelia: in 

the zebrafish they are necessary for epiboly as they ensure EVL integrity107. However, 

desmosomes have not been observed within cell-cell contacts formed by deep cells32. The 

morphogenetic defects due to knock-out of desmosomal cadherin are likely to be secondary 

to loss of the osmoregulative functions of EVL. 

Classical cadherins present a highly conserved cytoplasmic tail that binds to the actomyosin 

cortex through various linker proteins including β-catenin, p120-catenin and α-catenin102,108. 

Therefore, classical cadherins act as molecular bridges connecting the cortices of contacting 
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cells. Interestingly, classical cadherins mediate adhesion between cells that express the 

same cadherin type and tissue specific cadherins have been identified that are expressed 

predominantly in epithelia (E-cadherin), nervous system (N-cadherin), vasculature (VE-

cadherin), retina (R-cadherin) and placenta (P-cadherin).  

E-cadherin (Cdh1) is expressed in all cells of the zebrafish early embryo and is 

indispensable for zebrafish development109–111. Moreover, N-cadherin (Cdh2) is expressed in 

the YSL and mesendoderm progenitor cells show expression of N-cadherin  from 60% 

epiboly stages112. Mutants for n-cadherin show convergence and extension defects112,113, 

pointing at a prominent role for E- and N-cadherin in mediating cell-cell adhesion of 

embryonic deep cells during zebrafish gastrulation. 

 

1.3.2 Cadherin mediated cell-cell adhesion: E-cadherin 

The molecular mechanisms at the basis of classical cadherin function have been shown to 

be remarkably conserved, although having been studied most extensively for E-cadherin.  

E-cadherin molecules exposed on the same cell surface form homodimers, via cis 

interactions between parallel molecules, and subsequently bind cognate homodimers on the 

surface of adjacent cells, via trans interactions between antiparallel molecules114–117. Both cis 

and trans interactions are mediated by the N-terminal EC repeat (EC1) and require 

calcium115,117. However calcium ions are not directly involved in the interactions between 

cadherin molecules, as they do not bind anywhere near the intermolecular binding regions of 

EC1114,115,118. Calcium ions are, instead, found in pockets between two consecutive EC 

domains and are necessary for the structural integrity of cadherins114,115,118. In the absence 

of calcium the cadherin extracellular domain folds on itself, making the EC1 unavailable for 

binding. In the presence of calcium, the 5 EC repeats are aligned to each other and the 

extracellular domain takes up a rod-like structure that allows cis and trans interactions119. 

The EC1 repeat is also responsible for the homophilic binding of classical cadherins, i.e. the 

preference for binding to cadherins of the same type118,120,121. Even though the extracellular 

domain of classical cadherins mediates homophilic molecular binding, effective cell-cell 

adhesion requires the cytoplasmic tail122,123. The mechanical coupling between classical 

cadherins and the actomyosin cortex is, in fact, mediated by catenins binding to cadherin 

intracellular domain. E-cadherin dependent cell-cell adhesion is primarily mediated by β-

catenin, that can be replaced by γ-catenin (or plakoglobin) in certain cases. β-catenin binds 

directly to E-cadherin and E-cadherin/β-catenin complexes are formed already in the 

endoplasmic reticulum124–126. Once reached the membrane, β-catenin binds α-catenin, an 

actin binding protein necessary for cadherin mediated cell-cell adhesion124–128 (Fig. 1.3.2.1).  
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When under minimal tension, E-cadherin/β-catenin/α-catenin complexes can bind to actin, 

providing a mechanical link between cell surface and cell cortex129. Therefore, E-cadherin 

based junctions couple the cortices of contacting cells, allowing the transmission of forces 

across cell boundaries and creating a continuous contractile network within tissues. 

Interestingly, actomyosin contractility is regulated by cadherin adhesion complexes, primarily 

via p120 catenin. The latter binds to the cytoplasmic tail of E-cadherin130,131, so that it is 

localized predominantly at cell-cell contact sites132, while it can regulate the activity of the 

small GTPases RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42133–136. Moreover, cell-cell contact formation causes 

extensive reorganization of the actomyosin cortex in contacting cells. This effect is most 

obvious when observing two cells in contact, forming a cell doublet: in this case the 

actomyosin cortex is delocalized at the cell to cell interface and enriched at the cell to 

medium interfaces, so that it forms a sort of cage encompassing and connecting the two 

cells137–139. On the other hand, actomyosin contractility is necessary for cell-cell contact 

formation, so that cells with lowered contractility due to inhibition of myosin activity fail to 
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expand cell-cell contacts137–139. At the molecular level, interaction with the actomyosin 

cytoskeleton influences clustering of E-cadherin/catenins complexes on the membrane as 

well as the immobilization of E-cadherin molecules at cell-cell contact sites, possibly 

influencing the likelihood of cell-cell contact formation, expansion and persistence139,140141,142. 

Given this mutual influence of cell-cell contact and actomyosin contractility, cell-cell contact 

sites are not only passive bonds allowing the transmission of forces but behave as reactive 

links, allowing cells to adjust and possibly respond to mechanical stimuli143,144. It follows that 

regulation of cell-cell adhesion and actomyosin contractility are intimately linked and play 

important roles in morphogenesis. 

 

1.3.2 Regulation of cell-cell adhesion and morphogenesis 

Cadherins, being the glue that keeps together embryonic cells, are required for 

morphogenesis in both vertebrate and invertebrate embryos109–111,113,145–148. However, 

morphogenic processes most often require positional rearrangement or shape changes of 

cells within a tissue, so that embryonic cells not only need to adhere to each other but also 

to regulate the extent in which they do so for morphogenesis to take place. Regulation of 

cell-cell adhesion can result from changes in the types and levels of cadherins exposed on 

the cell surface 120,149,150 and/or to variation in cortical contractility of cells 138,143,151. Lowered 

levels of E-cadherin at the cell surface, due to transcriptional inactivation or endocytosis, and 

concomitant increase of N-cadherin have been implicated in the ingression of mesoderm 

progenitor cells in mouse, chick, drosophila and sea urchin embryos152–156. Lowered E-
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cadherin would reduce cell-cell adhesion and allow mesoderm progenitors to delaminate 

from the epithelium they originate from.  However, neither E-cadherin overexpression nor N-

cadherin knock-out affect ingression of mesoderm cells in the drosophila157, and mesoderm 

cells can detach from the neighbouring ectoderm cells only after a decrease in myosin 

activity157,158. This suggests that a balance between cadherin surface levels and cell 

contractility determines lowered cell-cell adhesion.  

On the other hand, impaired E-cadherin expression or increased E-cadherin endocytosis 

affect collective migration of mesoderm progenitor cells in the zebrafish embryo43,159,160. 

Even though mesoderm cells are less adhesive than ectoderm cells, they need to adhere 

homotypically to migrate effectively and directionally. Similarly, interfering with cell-cell 

adhesion affects convergence and extension movements in both zebrafish and xenopus 

embryos109–111,161. Given that cells need to intercalate radially for convergence and extension 

to take place, both inhibiting and increasing cell-cell adhesion disturb this process; in the first 

case intercalating cells cannot apply the necessary traction forces on their neighbours, while, 

in the second, they fail to disrupt cell-cell contacts, necessary to slide through neighbours 

and contact new ones.  

Finally, cortex contractility controls cell-cell contact size, ultimately determining compaction 

of tissues, in zebrafish and mouse embryos138,162,163. Cortical contractility of zebrafish 

progenitor cells in culture regulates cell-cell contact size and tissue surface tension (TST) of 

cell aggregates. Ectoderm progenitor cells are more contractile than mesoderm progenitor 

cells: therefore, ectoderm progenitor cells form larger cell-cell contacts and present higher 

TST than mesoderm progenitor cells138,150,162,164. Ultimately, this causes zebrafish progenitor 

cells to sort in vitro: clusters initially formed of intermixed ectoderm and mesoderm cells 

unmix and reach a final configuration in which mesoderm cells surround ectoderm150,162,164. 

However, it is unclear if and how regulation of cell-cell contact size and cortex contractility 

are involved in unmixing of mesoderm from ectoderm progenitor cells and ingression of 

mesoderm during zebrafish gastrulation150. On the other hand, a direct role for actomyosin 

contractility in tissue compaction in vivo has been shown in the early mouse embryo163. 

During the 8-cell stage, mouse embryonic cells enlarge their cell-cell contacts, thereby 

reducing the embryo surface area. While E-cadherin is necessary to allow cell-cell adhesion, 

the enlargement of cell-cell contacts is driven by a cell autonomous increase in actomyosin 

contractility145,163.  

Therefore, multiple and diverse processes, such as cadherin expression, localization, 

turnover, as well as variations in actomyosin contractility, contribute to the control of cell-cell 

contact size, strength and persistence, which is necessary for successful morphogenesis.  
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Review: Cell adhesion in embryo morphogenesis 
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1.4 Cell differentiation controls cell-cell adhesion 
The differentiation of embryonic cells entails the regulation of cell-cell adhesion and cell 

contractility, that ultimately allows cells of different types to sort and organize into tissues 

and organs. The signaling pathways that induce differentiation by upregulating the 

expression of cell-type specific transcription factors have been also implicated in the control 

of cell-cell adhesion. The FGF signaling pathway, responsible for mesoderm differentiation, 

activates Snail expression that, in turn, suppresses E-cadherin expression152,156. Snail is also 

thought to affect E-cadherin turnover at junctions, so that FGF signaling indirectly causes 

decreased cell-cell adhesion in mesoderm progenitor cells compared to ectoderm progenitor 

cells154,157. Similarly, BMP signaling has been implicated in reducing cell-cell adhesion of 

mesendoderm progenitor cells in the zebrafish embryo, so that the graded activity of BMP 

not only patterns the embryo cell fates but also cell-cell adhesion properties165. Finally, 

Nodal signaling regulates cadherin activity and actomyosin contractility in zebrafish, xenopus 

and mouse embryos. Xenopus embryonic cells exposed to Nodal signaling show higher 

rates of endocytosis and lower C-cadherin activity, resulting in reduced cell-cell 

adhesion106,166,167. Interestingly, zebrafish mesendoderm progenitor cells, exposed to Nodal, 

show higher E-cadherin expression levels but lower actomyosin contractility and, ultimately, 

lower cell-cell adhesion compared to ectoderm progenitor cells32,109,138,162. The molecular 

mechanism underlying the Nodal dependent reduction in actomyosin contractility in 

mesendoderm cells are not known, however Nodal signaling also controls migration of 

endoderm progenitor cells during late gastrulation168. Nodal activates the expression of 

prex1, a Rac Guanosine Exchange Factor (Rac-GEF) that induces Rac activity and 

directional migration in zebrafish endoderm progenitor cells168. It is currently unknown if and 

how Nodal signaling controls the activity of  small GTPases during mesendoderm cell fate 

specification, which would help clarify how Nodal regulates cell-cell adhesion during early 

stages of zebrafish gastrulation.  

The notion that the same signaling pathways involved in cell fate specification act in parallel 

to regulate adhesion and contractility has led to the view that morphogenesis is a result of 

cell differentiation. However, the response of differentiating cells to inducing signals depends 

on mechanical cues such as substrate stiffness and the extent of cell-cell adhesion169–173. 

This leads to the hypothesis that differentiation and morphogenesis may not be independent 

processes unfolding in parallel but, instead, parts of a reciprocal feedback mechanism 

resulting in embryogenesis174.    
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1.5 Cell adhesion controls cell differentiation 
Evidence for cell-cell adhesion influencing cell fate dates back to the 90’s when Larue and 

colleagues showed that mouse embryonic stem cells in culture would differentiate only in 

epithelial cell types when over-expressing E-cadherin and only in mesenchymal and 

neuroepithelial cell types when over-expressing N-cadherin175. Since then, it has been 

shown that the pattern of cell-cell adhesion and the shape of cell aggregates affect stem cell 

differentiation in culture169,170,176,177, pointing at cell-cell adhesion as a regulator of cell fate 

specification. In fact, cadherins can interact with components of several signaling pathways, 

influencing signal transduction within a cell. On the other hand, cell-cell adhesion determines 

the position of cells within a tissue, influencing the types and amount of signals received. 

Therefore, cell-cell adhesion regulates cell signaling at a molecular and cellular scale.     

 

1.5.2 Classical cadherins and signaling 

Cadherins may regulate cell signaling by binding to components of a signaling pathway and 

sequester them to the cell membrane. This is the case for β-catenin, which is both a core 

component of the cadherin adhesion complex and the main effector of canonical Wnt 

signaling178. Wnt signaling functions by increasing cytoplasmic levels of β-catenin that 

subsequently translocates in the nucleus and activates transcription of target genes179. E-

cadherin adhesion complexes sequester β-catenin to the membrane, thought to counteract 

Wnt signaling152,157,178. Similarly, E-cadherin heterodimerizes with Epidermal Growth Factor 

Receptor (EGFR) and prevents its endocytosis, necessary for effective EGF signaling180–183. 

Alternatively, cadherins can participate in the formation of complexes with several 

components of a signaling pathway, which can either facilitate or repress signaling. For 

instance, the formation of multimeric complexes including N-cadherin, N-CAM and FGF 

receptors enhances FGF signaling in metastatic cancer cell lines184,185. Similarly, VE-

cadherin, expressed by endothelial cells, binds to TGFβ receptor I and II, promoting their 

clustering and internalization, which increases signaling186. Repression of signaling, instead, 

has been described in the case of VE-cadherin binding to both VEGF Receptor (VEGFR) 

and a phosphatase specific for VEGFR, DEP-1, which represses VEGF signaling187. 

Likewise, Wnt signaling can be dampened by interaction of N-cadherin with LRP5/6 and 

axin, core components of the Wnt signaling pathway188.  

Molecular interactions between cadherins and components of signaling pathways as diverse 

as EGF, FGF, TGF-β and Wnt, point to a general, although context specific, role of 

cadherins in regulating intracellular signaling.      
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1.5.2 Cell-cell contact and cell fate specification 

Besides regulating cell signaling at a molecular level, cell-cell adhesion induces cell polarity 

and compartmentalization that can affect signaling events189,190. How this reflects on 

differentiation is most evident in the case of asymmetric cell divisions, after which each of 

two daughter cells acquire a distinct fate. The asymmetry may be established before cell 

division by the mother cell being polarized due to cell-cell contact to a specific neighbour. If 

the plane of cell division is parallel to the cell-cell contact, the two daughter cells will inherit 

membrane and cytoplasmic domains that differ in their molecular composition, possibly 

affecting cell fates.  

In the ascidian embryo, for instance, a single blastomere (cell A6.2/6.4) divides 

asymmetrically to give rise to one neural and one notochord precursor. The asymmetry is 

established by the mother cell contacting an animal blastomere that expresses the ephrin 

ligand A3, eliciting asymmetric Ephrin signaling17. This is necessary and sufficient for the 

mother cell to give rise to one notochord and one neural precursor cell, even if isolated from 

the rest of embryo17. Ephrin ligands and their receptors are membrane bound, so that Ephrin 

signaling requires cell-cell adhesion. However, also signaling triggered by soluble ligands of 

the TGF-β family may become asymmetric following cell-cell adhesion. In the drosophila 

testis, adhesion between germline stem cells and somatic stromal cells causes accumulation 

of the BMP ligand Decapentaplegic (Dpp) at cell-cell contacts191. This is necessary to 

mediate effective Dpp signaling and prevents germline stem cells from differentiating191. In 

both these cases the presence or absence of contact between specific pairs of cells 

determines cell fate, suggesting that the effect of cell-cell adhesion is all or nothing, binary 

so to speak. However, there is at least one example in which the extent of cell-cell adhesion 

may be important for correct differentiation: in the ascidian embryo, induction of anterior 

neural precursors at the 32-cell stage takes place only when the contact area between the 

inducing cell, expressing FGF ligands, and the receiving cells exceeds a certain threshold, 

suggesting that regulation of cell-cell adhesion may play a role in cell differentiation16.  

More generally, cell-cell adhesion between embryonic cells determines their relative 

positions within the embryo. Therefore, changes in the size, strength or persistence of cell-

cell contacts may affect cell differentiation due to inductive events by (i) changing the relative 

positions of inducing and receiving cells or (ii) altering the time of exposure to inducing 

signals192. While it is plausible that cell-cell adhesion may influence cell fate just by imparting 

positional information on embryonic cells, experimental evidence for such an effect is 

arduous to produce. In fact, when tinkering with the adhesive properties of embryonic cells, it 

is difficult to distinguish between the cell autonomous effects of, for instance, a loss of cell-

cell contacts and the non autonomous effects due to positional variations within the embryo.  
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Finally, cell-cell adhesion may influence differentiation by determining the shape of tissues 

and, therefore the shape of morphogen gradients192. That the shape of a tissue can 

determine cell differentiation by modifying morphogen concentration has been shown by 

Shyer et al193. During intestine organogenesis, the intestinal epithelium expresses Sonic 

hedgehog (Shh) that is received by the underlying mesenchyme. When the endothelium 

buckles to form the characteristic villi, the mesenchyme cells at the tip of the villi receive 

higher concentrations of Shh, due to the geometry of the tissue. This, in turn, induces the tip 

mesenchymal cells to express signals that induce differentiation of the epithelial cells, 

restricting the pool of undifferentiated intestinal stem cells to the bottom part of the villi193. 

While this study provides the proof of principle that tissue shape can determine morphogen 

gradient shape and so differentiation, if and how such mechanisms are at play during early 

stages of embryonic development and their dependence on cell-cell adhesion remain 

unclear.  
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2   Materials and Methods 

2.1 Reagents, Media and Buffers 
 

Agarose solutions 0.7% (w/v) low melting point agarose (Invitrogen) in distilled 

water for mounting live embryos 

2% (w/v) agarose in distilled water for molds and 96 well plate 

coating 

Danieauʼs buffer 58 mM, 0.7 mM KCl, 0.4 mM MgSO4, 0.6 mM Ca(NO3)2, 5 

mM HEPES, pH 7.6 

E3 medium 5 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2 x 2 H2O, 0.33 

mM MgSO4 x 7 H2O, pH 6.5 

PenStrep 10000 units penicillin/ml and 10000 µg/ml streptomycin 

(Invitrogen) 

PBS 1.7 mM KH2PO4; 5.2 mM Na2HPO4; 150 mM NaCl 

PBT 0.05 (v/v) Triton X-100 in PBS 

PFA 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde, 81 mM Na2HPO4 19 mM, 

NaH2PO4, pH 7.4 

Brinkley Buffer 1980 

(BRB80) 

80mM PIPES, 1mM MgCl2, 1mM EGTA, pH 6.8 

Microtubule Fixative: 

glutaraldehyde 

1% (v/v) in BRB80 

Microtubule Quenching 

Solution 

0.1% (w/v) NaBH4 in PBS. 

TBS 50 mM Tris-Cl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 

 

TBST 0.1% (w/v) Triton-X in TBS 
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RIPA Cell signaling 

Protease Inhibitor Complete Mini, Roche 

Phosphatase Inhibitor Phospho-STOP, Roche 

DMEM-F12 Gibco 

EGTA 5 mM in DMEM-F12 

Activin 10-100 ng/ml in DMEM-F12 (120-14 - Preprotech) 

Nodal Inhibitor 30 µM in DMEM-F12 (SB-431542, 1614 - Tocris) 

qDots 625 ITK  40 nM in Nuclease free water (A10200, Thermo Fisher Scientific)   

Dextran-AlexaFluor647 D-22914, Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Dextran- 

Tetramethylrhodamine  

D-1817, Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Dextran-Cascade Blue  D-1976, Thermo Fisher Scientific 

 

2.2 Antibodies 
 

Ab IF WB Clone and producer 

myc 1:5000  9E10, produced by MPI-CBG, Dresden - Germany 

 

EEA1 1:200  ab2900, Abcam 

Pan-Cad  1:1000 C3678, Sigma  

GAPDH  1:1000 NB300-221, Novus Biologicals 

P-MLC2  1:500 3674, Cell Signalling 
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2.3 Primers 

Cloning  

Mezzo-attB1r 5’-GGGGACTTTTTTGTACAAACTTGACACATCTAAGGAAAAAAGTCA-3’ 

Mezzo-attB4 5’-GGGGACAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGCATCACAACGGGTTATGAAT-3’  

TurboRFP_attB1 5’-
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCCACCATGAGCGAGCTGATC
AAG-3’ 

TurboRFP_attB2 5’GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTtTCATCTGTGCCCCAGTTTG
CT-3’ 

caRock2a_attB1 5’-
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTACAACATGTCGCTAGGAGCG
GAGAGAAG-3’ 

caRock2a_attB2 5’-
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCTCTTCATCGAGCTCTTTG
GT-3’ 

Rab5c-attB2r 5’-
GGGGACAGCTTTCTTGTACAAAGTGGctATGGCGGGGCGAGGTGGACCA
-3’ 

Rab5c-attB3 5’-GGGGACAACTTTGTATAATAAAGTTGgTTAGTTTCCGCCTCCACAGCA-
3’ 

RT-PCR  

β-actin fw 5’-gatcttcactccccttgttca-3’ 

β-actin rw 5’-ggcagcgatttcctcatc-3’ 

Goosecoid fw 5’-tgcacctacgtgaagagaagg-3’ 

Goosecoid rw 5’-ttgttccatttctgtgagttttct-3’ 

EGFP fw 5’-gaagcgcgatcacatggt-3’ 

EGFP rw 5’-ccatgccgagagtgatcc-3’ 
 

2.4 Technical Equipment 

Ball-joint-holder World Precision Instruments (WPI) 
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Glass capillaries  Harvard GC100F-15 (injection) 

Magnet holder MB-B (Kanetec) 

Microinjectors PV820 and Pico-Pump with foot pedal (WPI) 

Micromanipulators Narishige MN-15 (injection set up) 

MO-155 (transplantation set up) 

Needle puller Flaming/Brown P87 (Sutter instruments) 

Pipette holders MN-151 (injection) 

MPH3 (transplantation) 

NanoPhotometer 

spectrometer 

Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo scientific) 

Glass-bottom Petri 

dishes 

P35G-0-10-C case (Matek) 

Heating block Dri-block DB-2D (Techne) 

Temperature chamber IST Austria Bioimaging Facility 

Objective heater IST Austria Workshop  

Stage incubation 

chamber 

Workshop IST Austria and Peacon heating stage 

Stereomicroscopes Leica MZ 125 

Leica M165 FC 

 

Confocal microscopes Leica SP5 upright 

Leica SP5 inverted 

LaVision Biotec TrimScope 

Zeiss Lsm800 

2.5 Fish maintenance and embryo collection 
Fish maintenance and embryo collection were carried out as previously described 194. 

Briefly, adult TL or AB zebrafish were couples were set up in separate tanks in the evening 

so that they would mate in the morning. A sieve separates the adult fish from the embryos 
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and, optionally, male and female can be separated as well, to allow timing of mating. The 

deposited eggs were collected and embryos were raised in either E3 medium or Danieau's 

buffer, kept at 28 or 31°C and staged according to Kimmel et al45.  

 

2.6 qDots, mRNA, morpholino and dextran injections 
Embryos at the 1-cell stage were injected as previously described 194. Embryos were 

collected and aligned on an 2% agarose mold to allow orienting. A previously prepared 

needle (Harvard GC100F-15 capillaries pulled with a Flaming/Brown P87 needle puller - 

Sutter instruments) was filled with the injection mix and loaded on an pressure controlled 

injection setup (a WPI needle holder mounted on a Narishige MN-15 micromanipulator and 

connected to a PV820 and Pico-Pump with foot pedal (WPI) microinjector). The tip of needle 

was broken with forceps and the pressure of microinjector was calibrated to obtain a 0.5 nl 

drop. The needle was then inserted in the embryo through the chorion and the injection mix 

was delivered in the cell. The cell cytoplasm was labelled by injection of either 0.5 nl of a 40 

nM solution of qDots 625 ITK (A10200, Thermo Fisher Scientific) or 2.5 ng of fluorescently 

labelled 10000 MW dextran, i.e. Dextran-AlexaFluor647, Dextran-Tetramethylrhodamine or 

Dextran-Cascade Blue (D-22914, D-1817 and D-1976, respectively; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The cell nuclei were labelled by injection of 30 pg H2B-BFP or H2A-mCherry 

mRNA. Cell membranes were labelled by injection of 30-50 pg of mRFP or lyn-EGFP 

mRNA. Induction of prechordal plate (ppl) progenitors was achieved by injecting 100 pg of 

either ndr2 or ndr2-EGFP mRNA in combination with 2 ng casanova morpholino (MO; 5’-

‐GCATCCGGTCGAGATACATGCTGTT-‐3’,GeneTools; )138. To reduce cell-cell adhesion, 2 

ng e-cadherin MO (5’-‐TAAATCGCAGCTCTTCCTTCCAACG-‐3’, GeneTools) was injected 

at the 1-cell stage, while control embryos were injected with 2 ng scramble morpholino (5’--

ATGCCAGAGTTCTTACAGAAGCGAT--3’). For modulating the level of Nodal signaling in ppl 

progenitor cells by light, Opto-Actvr1b and Opto-Actvr2b mRNA (20 pg each98) were 

injected at the one-cell stage, while control embryos were injected with mRNA encoding for 

Chem-Actvr1b and Chem-Actvr2b, chemically inducible versions of the respective Nodal 

receptors (20 pg each). 

 

2.7 Transgenic and mutant lines 
The following transgenic and mutant lines were used in this study: Tg(gsc::mEGFP)195, Tg(β-

actin::mEGFP)196,Tg(sox17::EGFP)197, MZoep198, Tg(gsc::tRFP) and Tg(mezzo::EGFP).  
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The Tol2/Gateway technology199,200 was used to generate the Tg(gsc::tRFP) and 

Tg(mezzo::EGFP) lines. For the Tg(gsc::tRFP)  line, expressing TurboRFP under the control 

of the goosecoid promoter, the p5E-goosecoid plasmid, containing -1.8Kb promoter region of 

the zebrafish gsc gene was a gift from the Solnica-Krezel lab201. The cDNA sequence of 

TurboRFP was amplified from the pCLX-UBI-Tred plasmid (a gift from Patrick Salmon – 

Addgene plasmid #27246) using sequence specific primers with additional Gateway 

recombination arms.  The resulting PCR product was recombined with the pDONRP221 

(Chien#218) and subsequently with the pDestTol2pA2 (Chien#394), p5E-goosecoid and 

p3E-polyA (Chien#302) to obtain pTol2-gsc::tRFP.  

For the Tg(mezzo::EGFP) line, expressing EGFP under the control of the mezzo promoter,  

a region encompassing 2 kb upstream of the TSS, first exon and first intron of the mezzo 

gene was amplified from zebrafish genomic DNA using sequence specific primers with 

additional Gateway recombination arms.  The resulting PCR product was recombined with 

the pDONRP4-P1R (Chien#219) and subsequently with the pDestTol2pA2 (Chien#394), 

pME-EGFP (Chien#383) and p3E-polyA (Chien#302) to obtain pTol2-mezzo::EGFP. The 

final vectors were injected in wild type TL embryos together with mRNA encoding for a 

transposase (Invitrogen).  

Fluorescent embryos were raised (P0) and screened for germ line transmission once they 

reached adulthood. The fluorescnetly positive progeny was raised (F1) and outcrossed to 

WT until a stable line with a single insertion of the transgene was established.  

 

2.8 Prechordal plate cell transplantations 
To assess goosecoid (gsc) expression rates, donor Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos were injected 

with qDots at the one-cell stage and both donor and uninjected Tg(gsc::mEGFP) host 

embryos were kept at 31 °C until early shield stage (5 hpf). Embryos were dechorionated 

with forceps and transferred into an agarose dish with Danieau's buffer, and 5-15 cells were 

taken from the ppl of a donor embryo, using a beveled borosilicate needle with a 20 μm 

inner diameter attached to a syringe system, and immediately transplanted in front of the 

forming shield of a host embryo. To test the effect of (1) reduced cell-cell adhesion and (2) 

increased Nodal signalling on ppl cell behavior, a mixture of control and experimental ppl 

cells was transplanted into a host embryo. For reducing ppl cell-cell adhesion (1), 

Tg(gsc::mEGFP) donor embryos were injected either with qDots together with 

scramble/control MO and dextran-Cascade Blue (control cells) or with qDots together with 

e-cadherin MO (experimental cells). For increasing Nodal signaling (2), Tg(gsc::mEGFP) 

donor embryos were injected with either qDots together with Chem-Actvr1b,2b mRNA and 
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dextran-Cascade Blue (control cells) or with qDots together with Opto-Acvr1b,2b mRNA 

(experimental cells). The transplanted host embryos were then mounted in 0.7 % agarose in 

E3 medium or Danieau’s buffer and imaged with a LaVision upright multi-photon 

microscope equipped with a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0 water immersion objective 

and Ti:Sa laser (Chameleon, Coherent) set at 820 nm, allowing simultaneous excitation of 

EGFP, qDots and dextran-Cascade Blue. Image analysis was performed with Imaris version 

7.4 (Bitplane) as follows: transplanted cells were tracked and assigned a 3D spot object. 

Mean EGFP and qDots intensities were then calculated over the volume of the spot and a 

linear regression of mean EGFP/qDots ratio as a function of time was used to compute a 

linear coefficient normalized to the median initial EGFP/qDots value (Lc). Cell-cell contacts 

formed by each transplanted cell were tracked manually over a period of 60 min, and mean 

contact duration was computed as described in the Supplementary Note - Appendix 1. 

Transplanted cells dividing during the time of acquisition were not considered for analysis. 

To assess the likelihood of ppl cells differentiating into endoderm, transplantations were 

performed using Tg(sox17::EGFP) donor and host embryos. Transplanted host embryos 

were incubated for 3 h at 31 °C, mounted in 0.7 % agarose in Danieu’s buffer and imaged 

with a Leica upright SP5 confocal microscope equipped with a Leica 25x/0.95 NA water 

immersion objective. Total and sox17::EGFP positive transplanted cells were counted 

manually.  

 

2.9 Light activation of Opto-Actvr 
Embryos were light stimulated using an incubator (Herp Nursery II, 69802, Lucky Reptile) 

equipped with 300 light-emitting diodes (SMD5050) 202 with a measured light intensity of 

5.12 mW/mm2. Control embryos were incubated under the same conditions in a light-tight 

box and imaged with a stereomicroscope (M165 FC, Leica). For multi-photon imaging, 

embryos were mounted in an incubation chamber equipped with LED that was remotely 

controlled using custom Matlab scripts via an USB analog switch. LED light activation was 

achieved by cycles of 180 sec illumination followed by 120 sec multi-photon imaging.  

 

2.10 3D cell-cell contact in vivo 
To estimate the average number of cell-cell contacts established by ppl progenitor cells in 

vivo, Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos were injected with H2A-mCherry mRNA and kept at 31 °C 

until shield stage (6 hpf), mounted in 0.7 % agarose in E3 medium and imaged with a 
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LaVision upright multi-photon microscope equipped with a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0 

water immersion objective, Ti:Sa laser (Chameleon, Coherent) set at 820 nm and OPO laser 

set at 1150 nm, allowing simultaneous excitation of EGFP and mCherry. Image analysis 

was performed with Imaris version 7.4 (Bitplane) and with custom Matlab scripts, as 

follows: first, nuclear mCherry signal was used to create a spot object for each ppl cell and 

their x,y,z coordinates were used as nodes of a Delaunay triangulation. The edges whose 

midpoint is closer to another vertex than it is to one of its end vertices were eliminated from 

the triangulation. For each node, the number of connecting edges was extracted and used 

as a measure of the number of simultaneous cell-cell contacts formed by each cell.  

 

2.11 Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 
For FACS, 100-150 shield stage (6hpf) embryos were dechorionated and transferred to 1 

mL of 5 mM EGTA containing CO2-independent DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen, complemented with 

L Glut, 15 mM Hepes and 100 U/mL penicillin plus streptomycin, adjusted at pH 7.5, 

sterilized using 0.45 μm pore filters, and preheated to 28 °C). Embryos were then 

mechanically dissociated into single cells by mild shaking, and yolk proteins were removed 

by 2 successive wash steps with 1 mL fresh medium, followed by centrifugation at 100 G 

for 2 min. Dissociated cells were processed with a flow cytometer (FACSAria III, BD 

Bioscience) and sorted into glass bottom 96-well plates (655892, Greiner) containing 

DMEM-F12 medium and coated with 2 % agarose in distilled water or heat inactivated fetal 

calf serum (FCS).  

 

2.12 In vitro cell assays 
For analyzing gsc::mEGFP expression over time in cultured ppl cell, FACS was used to 

isolate ppl cells from Tg(gsc::mEGFP) or MZoep;Tg(gsc:mEGFP) embryos injected with 

dextran-Alexa647. The isolated cells were imaged with a Leica inverted SP5 confocal 

microscope equipped with a Leica 20x/0.7 NA air objective (temperature controlled at 28.5 

°C), and image analysis was performed with Imaris (Bitplane) as follows: first, the dextran-

Alexa647 signal was used to build a surface object for each single cell or doublet. Mean 

EGFP intensities over the volume of the surface object were then measured and normalized 

to the initial value.  For analyzing Smad2 nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios, ppl cells were 

isolated by FACS from Tg(gsc::tRFP) embryos injected with smad2-EGFP and H2B-BFP 

mRNAs. The isolated cells were then imaged with a Zeiss inverted LSM800 confocal 
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microscope equipped with a Zeiss 40x/1.2 NA water objective (temperature controlled at 

28.5 °C) every 10 min for a period of 90 min. For image analysis Imaris (Bitplane) was used 

as follows: first, a surface object was built using the H2B-BFP signal and used to mask the 

Smad2-EGFP signal. A second surface object was then built on the cytoplasmic Smad2-

EGFP signal, and the mean EGFP intensities were measured over the volume of the nuclear 

and cytoplasmic surface objects. Only a portion of the single cells and doublets were 

detected and analyzed for multiple timepoints, due to cell division or cell death. For 

measuring the effect of Nodal signaling on cell-cell contact formation, wild type embryos 

were injected with both ndr2-EGFP mRNA and dextran-Alexa647 and incubated at 31 °C 

until they had reached shield stage (6 hpf). Cells expressing different levels of Ndr2-EGFP 

were isolated via FACS and imaged with a Leica inverted Sp5 confocal microscope 

equipped with a Leica 20x/0.7 NA air objective (temperature controlled at 28.5°C) for 120 

min. Image analysis was performed with Imaris (Bitplane) and custom python scripts as 

follows: first, the dextran-Alexa647 signal was used to determine the shape of cell doublets 

after 120 min in culture. The axes of the maximum and minimum rotational inertia of the 

doublet shape were then identified and their ratio used as a proxy for compaction. For 

measuring the dynamics of Nodal accumulation at cell-cell contacts, wild type embryos 

were injected with both ndr2-EGFP and membrane bound RFP (mRFP) mRNAs and 

incubated at 31 °C until they had reached shield stage (6 hpf). Cells expressing Ndr2-EGFP 

were isolated and imaged with a Leica inverted Sp5 confocal microscope equipped with a 

Leica 63x/1.4 NA oil objective (temperature controlled at 28.5°C). Cell-cell contact 

formation was initiated by gently bringing two cells together using micropipettes138, and the 

newly formed cell doublet was imaged over a period of 10 min at 30 sec intervals. Image 

analysis was performed with Imaris (Bitplane) measuring average Ndr2-EGFP intensities at 

the cell-cell and cell-medium interfaces over time. 

 

2.13 Myc and EEA1 immunofluorescence staining. 
Wild type embryos were injected with either Actvr1b-myc plus ndr2-EGFP mRNA and 

casanova MO (experimental) or H2A-mCherry plus ndr2 mRNA and casanova MO (control). 

Embryos were then incubated at 31 °C until they had reached shield stage (6 hpf), and 

progenitor cells were isolated by FACS. A mix of differently labelled cells was sorted into 

glass bottom 96-well plates containing DMEM-F12 medium and incubated for 60 min. The 

cells were then fixed with 2 % PFA, and Actvr1b-myc was detected with an anti-myc 

antibody (1:5000, 9E10, produced by MPI-CBG, Dresden - Germany), while early 
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endosomes were detected using an anti-EEA1 antibody (1:200, ab2900, Abcam). As 

secondary antibodies goat alexa-568 conjugated anti-mouse (1:500, A-11004, Molecular 

Probes) and goat Cy5-conjugated anti-rabbit (1:500, 111-175-003, Jackson 

ImmunoReasearch) antibodies were used. Doublets formed by a Actvr1b-myc and Ndr2-

EGFP coexpressing cell in contact with another H2A-mCherry expressing cell were imaged 

using a Leica inverted SP5 confocal microscope equipped with a Leica 63x/1.4 NA oil 

objective. Triple colocalization of Actvr1b-myc, Ndr2-EGFP and EEA1 was analysed with 

Imaris (Bitplane), and the subcellular localization of Actvr1b-myc and Ndr2-EGFP double-

positive early endosomes was analyzed using Fiji-ImageJ. The intensity of the colocalization 

signal was measured in an area of 3 μm below the membrane at the cell outline. The 

average intensity was calculated for the cell-medium and cell-cell interface separately. 

 

2.14 Western blotting 
Wild type embryos were injected with ndr2-EGFP mRNA and incubated at 31 °C until they 

had reached shield stage (6 hpf). Cells expressing different levels of Ndr2-EGFP were 

isolated using FACS, and 100.000 cells per sample were lysed in RIPA buffer (9806, Cell 

signaling) supplemented with protease (Complete Mini, Roche) and phosphatase (Phospho-

STOP, Roche) inhibitors. Total protein was transferred to a 12 % polyacrylamide gel for 

Western blotting. Cadherins were detected with an anti-pan-cadherin antibody (1:1000, 

C3678, Sigma), while phosphorylated myosin II was detected with an anti-phospho-myosin 

light chain II antibody (1:500, 3674, Cell Signalling). Both antibodies were used in 

combination with a goat HRP conjugated secondary anti-rabbit antibody (111-035-003, 

Jackson ImmunoResearch). As a loading control, GAPDH was detected using an anti-

GAPDH antibody (1:1000, NB300-221, Novus Biologicals) in combination with a goat HRP-

conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody (111-035-006, Jackson ImmunoResearch). 

Chemiluminescence was detected with a VersaDoc MP4000 (Biorad) imaging system, and 

western blot band densitometry was performed using the QuantityOne (Biorad) software. 

 

2.15 qPCR 
Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos were dechorionated manually and exposed to either DMSO, 50-

100 µM nodal inhibitor (SB-505124, Sigma) or 20 nM human Activin (120-14E, Preprotech) 

in E3 for 3h, starting at early shield stage (5.5 hpf). Total RNA was extracted using Trizol, 

starting from 20 embryos per group. One µg of total RNA was retro-transcribed using 
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Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and qPCR was performed using the SYBR-

green method (Absolute qPCR SYBR green mix plus ROX, AB-1166A, ABgene), optically 

clear plates 96 well plates (AB-0600, ABgene) and a C1000 BioRad QPCR thermal cycler. 

Levels of gsc and mEGFP mRNA were normalized to b-actin and relative expression to the 

DMSO control was calculated using the CFX Manager 3.1 software (BioRad). 

2.16 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis of data was performed using the GraphPad Prism 5 software, as 

indicated in the figure captions. Pairwise comparisons of normally distributed samples with 

similar variances were performed with Student t test, while Mann-Whitney test was used in 

case of not normally distributed data. Comparisons between multiple treatments (Fig. 1a) 

was performed via one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-test correction for multiple 

comparisons. Comparisons between multiple treatments of two different samples (Fig. 2d) 

was performed via two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-test correction for multiple 

comparisons. No statistical method was used to predetermine sample size, the 

experiments were not randomized and the investigators were not blinded to allocation 

during experiments and outcome assessment. 
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3   Results 
The data presented in this section is result of collaborative work, in which I was the leading 

scientist. In case I did not perform an experiment presented, this is stated in the legend of 

the relative figure, along with the reference to whom did the work. Moritz Lang developed the 

theory and stochastic modeling included in this project: for completeness, his work is added 

to this Thesis as Appendix 1.   

3.1 Cell-cell adhesion and goosecoid expression 
positively correlate within the prechordal plate in vivo. 
 

Cell-cell contact formation is thought to be important for cell fate specification in both 

vertebrate and invertebrate development 15–17,109,145,175,191,203. In mouse embryogenesis, for 

instance, cell-cell contact formation is required for the induction of the pluripotent inner cell 

mass giving rise to the embryo proper145. Conversely, cell fate specification determines the 

ability of cells to form contacts of different size and strength 138,162,163,166,167,204, a process 

important for cell segregation and tissue formation 106,150,204–207. Finally, there is increasing 

evidence that morphogen signaling not only controls cell fate specification, but also 

influences cell-cell contact formation by modulating cell mechanics and dynamics 
138,162,165,208–212. While these observations suggest that cell fate specification and cell-cell 

contact formation are tightly interconnected processes, little is yet known about how their 

interplay affects embryo patterning and morphogenesis in development. 

  

In the zebrafish embryo, anterior axial mesendoderm cells are the first population of 

mesendoderm progenitor cells to be specified at the dorsal germ ring margin and to 

segregate from the ectoderm progenitor cells via synchronized cell ingression32. Once 

ingressed, they form a compact cell cluster, the prospective prechordal plate (ppl), and 

collectively migrate towards the animal pole of the gastrula 32,42,43. Ppl cell fate specification 

becomes apparent in progenitor cells by the expression of the marker gene goosecoid 

(gsc), a direct target of the Nodal/TGFβ signalling pathway91. Previous studies have 

suggested that persistent gsc expression in ppl progenitors requires continuous expression 

of the cell-cell adhesion receptor e-cadherin (cdh1) 109, pointing to the intriguing possibility 

that e-cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion is required for proper ppl cell fate specification.  
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To address this possibility, we used a zebrafish transgenic line expressing membrane-

bound EGFP (mEGFP) under the control of the gsc promoter195 and analyzed gsc::mEGFP 

expression as a readout of ppl cell fate specification within individual cells of the ppl as a 

function of time and cell-cell contact formation. Firstly, we sought to verify the validity of the 

gsc::mEGFP reporter. Given that gsc is a direct target of Nodal signaling91, we treated 

Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos with either a Nodal inhibitor213 or with Activin, known to activate 

Nodal signaling73, for three hours starting at shield stage (6pf) and then used qPCR to 

measure mRNA levels of both gsc::mEGFP and endogenous gsc. We found that both 

endogenous gsc and gsc::mEGFP levels decreased upon Nodal signaling inhibition and 

increased upon Nodal signaling stimulation, even though the gsc::mEGFP is more 

responsive to Activin that the endogenous gsc (Fig. 3.1.1a). These results confirm that 

gsc::mEGFP is a valid reporter for gsc promoter activity and that zebrafish embryonic cells 

are responsive to Nodal signaling during late gastrulation.   

To analyze cell-cell contact formation, we first determined cell-cell contact size, assuming 

that highly adhesive cells form bigger contacts than less adhesive cells. Cell-cell contact 

size within a cluster of cells reflects on cell density, with cells forming bigger contacts being 

closer to their neighbours. Therefore, we used Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos expressing the 

nuclear marker H2A-mCherry and measured average nuclear distance to the first six 

neighbors of each ppl cell as an estimate of its adhesive properties (Fig. 3.1.1b). We found 

an inverse correlation between gsc::mEGFP intensity and nuclear distance, becoming more 

evident over time (Fig. 3.1.1c). We repeated the same analysis using Tg(β-

actin::mEGFP);Tg(gsc::tRFP) embryos expressing mEGFP under a control promoter (β-

actin)196 and the nuclear marker H2B-BFP. We found no correlation between β-

actin::mEGFP expression level and nuclear distance (Fig. 3.1.1d), suggesting that 

gsc::mEGFP but not β-actin::mEGFP expression correlates with cell density within the ppl. 

Nuclear distances between cells, however, can be influenced by both cell-cell contact size 

and cell volume, with smaller cells presenting lower distance to their neighbours than bigger 

cells. To have a measure of cell adhesion independent of cell size, we determined cell-cell 

contact number and duration for single ppl cells over time, assuming that highly adhesive 

cells form more and/or longer-lasting contacts than less adhesive cells.  
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To analyse cell-cell contact number and duration over time, we performed homotypic and 

homochronic transplantation of ppl progenitors from donor Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos 

containing qDots into the ppl of host Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos devoid of qDots (Fig. 

3.1.2a,b, Video 1). This allowed us to measure gsc::mEGFP levels in each of the 

transplanted cells over time (Fig 3.1.2c-e) and to unambiguously identify cell-cell contacts 

between individual host and donor cells (Fig. 3.1.2f,g). To account for variations in  

gsc::EGFP intensity due to imaging we corrected gsc::mEGFP by qDots average 

fluorescence intensities in each transplanted cell over time (Fig 3.1.2c-e). We found that 
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gsc::mEGFP expression in ppl cells steadily increased as a function of time between 60% 

(6.5 hours post fertilization, hpf) and 70% (7.5 hpf) epiboly stages: therefore we performed a 

linear fit on the gsc::mEGFP/qDots ratios for each transplanted cell and used the linear 

coefficient normalized on the median initial gsc::mEGFP/qDots value of each experiment 

(Lc) as a proxy of gsc::mEGFP expression rate (Fig. 3.1.2e). To measure cell-cell contact 

duration and number for each transplanted cell, we tracked all cell-cell contacts between 

individual host and donor cells that were clearly visible in the x,y axis between 60% (6.5 

hpf) and 70% (7.5 hpf) epiboly stages (Fig. 3.1.2f,g) and then measured the average 

duration and number of contacts for each transplanted cell. We found that the average 

duration and average number of contacts for any given ppl cell varied between 10 and 40 

mins (Fig. 3.1.2h) and 3 and 10 contacts (Fig. 3.1.2i), respectively. Importantly, we also 

observed that the level of gsc::mEGFP expression in individual ppl cells positively 

correlated with cell-cell contact duration (Fig. 3.1.2h), pointing to the possibility that these 

two features could be functionally linked. Given the low amount of data points, we 

confirmed the observed correlation using the Kendall correlation coefficient, known to be 

robust to outliers 214 (Fig. 3.1.2h). In contrast, there was no significant correlation between  

number of simultaneous cell-cell contacts and gsc::mEGFP expression levels (Fig. 3.1.2i), 

suggesting that the duration rather than the number of contacts is critical for gsc 

expression within ppl cells.  
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3.2 Prechordal plate cell-cell contact formation 
promotes Nodal signalling in vitro.   

3.2.1 Cell-cell contact formation promotes nodal dependent goosecoid 
expression  

To experimentally address the possibility that cell-cell adhesion is critical for gsc expression 

within ppl cells, we first took a reductionist approach and isolated gsc::mEGFP positive 

cells from Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos at the onset of gastrulation (6 hpf) using fluorescence 

activated cell sorting (FACS). We then seeded these cells at low density on non-adhesive 

substrates (Fig. 3.2.1a), allowing us to follow gsc::mEGFP expression in single cells versus 

cells that were in contact with another cell (cell doublets) (Fig. 3.2.1b, Video 2). We found 

that ppl cell doublets showed a significantly higher rate of gsc::mEGFP expression than 

single ppl cells (Fig. 3.2.1c,d). This increased expression rate was specific for the gsc 

promoter, as mEGFP driven by a control promoter (β-actin) showed equal expression in 

single cells compared to doublets isolated from Tg(β-actin::mEGFP);Tg(gsc::tRFP) embryos 

(Fig. 3.2.1c,d). Collectively, these results suggest that gsc expression in ppl progenitors is 

enhanced by cell-cell contact formation. 

  

Gsc expression is directly controlled by Nodal signaling 60,91. It is thus conceivable that cell-

cell contact formation promotes gsc expression by enhancing Nodal signaling in the 

contacting ppl cells. To address this possibility, we turned to maternal zygotic one-eyed-

pinhead mutant embryos (MZoep), which are defective in Nodal signal reception and thus 

endogenous mesendoderm specification 198. We reasoned that if cell-cell contact formation 

indeed promotes gsc expression by enhancing Nodal signaling, gsc expression should not 

be affected by cell-cell contact formation in Nodal signaling-defective MZoep mutant cells. 

To trigger ppl specification in MZoep cells, we took advantage of previous observations 

that mutant cells are still able to respond to the exogenously applied Nodal ligand Activin 
215, although being unresponsive to endogenously produced Nodal ligands. We then 

isolated cells from Tg(gsc::mEGFP);MZoep mutant embryos, exposed them to the Nodal 

ligand Activin to induce ppl specification, and compared gsc expression in cultured single 

cells versus cell doublets (Fig. 3.2.1a). Interestingly, we found that gsc::mEGFP expression 

was only enhanced in doublets compared to single cells when the exogenous Nodal ligand 

Activin was continuously present in the culture medium during the measurements. In 

contrast, no such enhancement was observed when Activin was removed from the culture 
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medium shortly before the measurements (Fig. 3.2.1d). This suggests that cell-cell contact 

formation promotes the competence of progenitor cells to respond to Nodal signals 

inducing gsc expression and thus ppl specification.  
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3.2.2 Cell-cell contact formation induces polarization of nodal signaling 
pathway components. 

Next we asked how cell-cell contact formation affects the competence of progenitors to 

respond to Nodal signals. Cell-cell contact formation has previously been shown to trigger 

cell polarization 189. We thus speculated that the Nodal signal transduction pathway might 

be polarized upon cell-cell contact formation, and that such polarization might affect the 

competence of contacting cells to receive Nodal signals. To test this hypothesis, we 

analyzed the subcellular distribution of various components previously associated with 

Nodal signal transduction in ppl cell doublets. Microtubules have been shown to be 

necessary for Nodal signaling, as they allow shuttling of Smad2 between cytoplasm and 

nucleus as well as endosome trafficking87. Moreover, activation of Smad2 by Nodal 

receptor takes place predominantly at the level of early endosomes100.  We found that in cell 

doublets expressing the microtubule binding protein DCLK-EGFP, microtubules 

accumulated at cell-cell contacts (Fig. 3.2.2a,d). We also observed that early endosome, 

marked by mCherry-Rab5, preferentially localized at cell-cell contacts (Fig. 3.2.2b,d), while 

late endosomes, positive for mCherry-Rab7, were uniformly distributed (Fig. 3.2.2c,d). 

Moreover, in cell doublets expressing an EGFP-tagged version of the Nodal ligand Ndr278, 

the ligand preferentially localized to cell-cell contacts (Fig. 3.2.2e). We further found that a 

myc-tagged version of the Nodal receptor ActvR1b and the early endosomal marker EEA1 

colocalized with Ndr2 at cell-cell contacts (Fig. 3.2.2e,f), suggesting that ligand-induced 

Nodal receptor internalization into early endosomes becomes polarized in ppl progenitors 

upon contact formation. To determine whether such polarized receptor internalization leads 

to increased Nodal signaling in cell doublets, we measured nuclear accumulation of the 

Nodal/TGFβ signaling mediator Smad2 216 in ppl cell doublets versus single cells (Fig. 

3.2.2g,h). We found that the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of EGFP-Smad2 was significantly 

increased in cell doublets compared to single ppl cells after 1 hour in culture (Fig. 3.2.2h). 

This supports the assumption that cell-cell contact formation promotes Nodal signaling and 

thus ppl specification by polarizing the Nodal signal transducing machinery to cell-cell 

contacts.  
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3.3 Nodal signaling promotes prechordal plate cell-cell 
contact formation in vitro.  
Nodal signaling has previously been implicated in modulating cell-cell adhesion and contact 

formation 138,162,166,168,217. We thus asked whether there might be feedback from enhanced 

Nodal signaling in ppl cell-cell doublets on cell-cell contact formation. To address this 

possibility, we ubiquitously expressed Ndr2-EGFP in wild type (WT) embryos and utilized 

FACS to isolate induced mesendoderm progenitor cells expressing different levels of Ndr2 

(Fig. 3.3.1a). We then analyzed the ability of those isolated mesendoderm progenitors to 

form cell-cell contacts in vitro as a function of their Ndr2 expression level. To evaluate 

contact formation, we analyzed the shape of cell doublets, indicative of the relative size of 

cell-cell contacts formed in those doublets. We found that the contact size scaled with the 

amount of Ndr2 expressed in mesendoderm progenitors (Fig. 3.3.1b). To test if 

physiological levels of Nodal signaling could regulate cell-cell contact formation we 

compared the shape of doublets formed by mesendoderm progenitor cells that receive high  

or lower  levels of Nodal signaling, i.e. ppl cells (expressing gsc::mEGFP) or all 

mesendoderm cells (expressing mezzo::EGFP). We found that contact size was higher in 

ppl cells (Fig. 3.3.1b), suggesting that Nodal signaling promotes cell-cell contact formation. 

To determine how Nodal signaling functions in this process, we analyzed actomyosin 

contractility and e-cadherin expression, which have previously been shown to constitute 

key cell properties controlling germ layer progenitor cell-cell contact formation 138,151,162. We 

found that with increasing levels of Ndr2 expression, the amount of both phosphorylated 

and thus activated myosin II as well as e-cadherin increased (Fig. 3.3.1c), suggesting that 

Nodal signaling promotes progenitor cell-cell contact formation by both up-regulating 

actomyosin contractility and cell-cell adhesion molecule expression. Together, these 

findings suggest that Nodal signaling mediates a positive feedback loop between ppl cell 

fate specification and cell-cell contact formation. 
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3.4 Mutual enhancement between prechordal plate cell-
cell contact formation and Nodal signaling in vivo. 
To determine how far such mechanism might apply to the physiological context of the 

developing embryo, we asked whether interfering with ppl cell-cell contact duration would 

affect gsc expression within the ppl. To this end, we reduced the level of e-cadherin 

expression in ppl progenitors by injecting previously characterized morpholinos (MO) 

targeted against e-cadherin 109. We then transplanted a mixture of control and e-cadherin 

MO injected ppl cells from donor to host Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos (Fig. 3.4.1a, Video 3). 

We found that both the level of gsc::mEGFP expression and average contact duration were 

diminished in e-cadherin morphant compared to control ppl cells  (Fig. 3.4.1b), consistent 

with our hypothesis of cell-cell contact duration promoting ppl cell fate specification. To 

further test whether Nodal signaling controls the positive feedback loop between ppl cell-

cell contact duration and cell-fate specification, as suggested by our in vitro experiments 

(sections 3.2 and 3.3), we analyzed if increasing Nodal signaling in ppl cells in vivo would 

promote both cell-cell contact duration and ppl cell fate specification. To specifically 

increase Nodal signaling in individual ppl progenitor in vivo, we took advantage of a light-

activatable Nodal receptor (Opto-Actvr)98, and transplanted a mixture of Opto-Actvr-

expressing ppl cells and control cells expressing a version of the Nodal receptor insensitive 

to light activation from donor to host Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos (Fig. 3.4.1c, Video 4). We 

then triggered ectopic Nodal signaling in the transplanted Opto-Actvr expressing ppl cells 

by exposure of the transplanted embryo to LED light and monitored cell-cell contact 

duration and gsc expression in the light activated versus control cells (Fig. 3.4.2). Strikingly, 

we found that both the duration of cell-cell contacts and the level of gsc::mEGFP 

expression was strongly increased in the light-activated cells (Fig. 3.4.1d, 3.4.2e-g), 

supporting the notion that Nodal signaling plays an important role in mediating the interplay 

between ppl cell-cell contact duration and cell fate specification. Interestingly, cell-cell 

contact duration was increased in light activated cells only after a certain time delay, 

indicating that it could be due to a transcriptional response (Fig. 3.4.2e-g). Moreover, 

gsc::mEGFP expression in these assay was lower than in the single transplantation assay 

(Fig. 3.1.2 h,i), probably due to our analysis of a later time window, to maximize the effects 

of cell adhesion and Nodal signaling manipulation. 
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3.5 Stochastic modeling of the positive feedback loop 
between cell-cell contact formation and nodal signaling 

3.5.1 Model rational and parametrization based on in vitro data  

To formally test the plausibility of our assumption that a positive feedback loop between 

cell-cell contact duration and Nodal signaling determines ppl cell fate specification within 

the gastrulating embryo, we constructed a stochastic model in silico describing the 

interactions between cell-cell contact duration, Nodal signaling and ppl cell fate 

specification. Following our experimental observations, we assume in our model (Fig. 

3.5.1a) that components of the Nodal signaling pathway accumulate at ppl cell-cell 

contacts. Once this accumulation reaches a sufficient level, the cell-cell contact starts to 

trigger Nodal signaling by increasing the rate of Smad2 phosphorylation resulting in higher 

Smad2 nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios. Nuclear Smad2, in turn, promotes transcription of 

gsc and other downstream genes.  

The parameters of the model, corresponding to the effect of cell-cell contacts on Smad2 

nuclear localization and subsequent gene transcription, were identified based on our 

experimental data of cultured primary progenitor cells. To measure the dynamics of 

accumulation of nodal pathway components at cell-cell contacts, we analysed the 

accumulation of nodal ligand in Ndr2-EGFP expressing cells upon contact formation as a 

function of time (Fig. 3.5.1b, Video 5). We found that the accumulation of Ndr2-EGFP at 

cell-cell contact is well described by an exponential curve, with the time of half-maximal 

accumulation representing the time after which half of newly formed cell-cell contacts 

actively increase Smad2 phosphorylation (Fig. 3.5.1c). Modeling of Smad2 nuclear import 

and export dynamics were based on a previously published model218 and the relevant 

parameters were adjusted to the characteristics of ppl cells. In particular, Smad2 nuclear 

import and export rates in the absence of nodal signaling were derived from measurements 

of Smad2-EGFP nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios in cells isolated from MZoep embryos, 

defective for Nodal signaling (Fig. 3.5.1d). To determine the extent of increased Smad2 

phosphorylation due to one long lasting cell-cell contact, we isolated ppl cells from 

Tg(gsc::tRFP) embryos also expressing Smad2-EGFP at 6 hpf and compared Smad2 

nuclear-to cytoplasmic ratios of single cells and doublets in culture (Fig. 3.5.1e).  

We then tested our partial model, accounting for the effect of cell-cell contact on Nodal 

signaling but not for Nodal signaling promoting cell-cell contact formation, simulating 

Smad2 nuclear accumulation and gsc::mEGFP dynamics in single ppl cells and doublets in 

culture. Even though the values of the parameters were tightly constrained by previously 
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published data89, the dynamics of Smad2 nuclear accumulation and gsc expression in our 

stochastic model showed remarkable quantitative agreement with the experimentally 

observed dynamics in single ppl progenitor cells as well as cell doublets in vitro (Fig. 

3.5.1e).  
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3.5.2 Stochastic modeling predicts cell-cell contact and goosecoid 
expression dynamics of ppl cells in vivo 

We next asked whether our model, which was identified based exclusively on in vitro data, 

could also qualitatively reproduce the dynamic effects of the feedback mechanism between 

cell-cell contact duration and gsc expression within ppl cells in vivo. Since the molecular 

details by which Nodal signaling affects cell-cell contact duration are not yet fully 

understood, we assumed that Smad2 acts as a transcriptional activator of a yet unidentified 

factor (Eff) controlling cell-cell contact formation (Fig. 3.5.1a). We assumed the simplest 

possible relation between the concentration of Eff and contact duration, namely that the 

adhesion energy linearly depends on the concentration of Eff. Eff is assumed to have the 

same maturation time as EGFP (30 min) and a short half-life (also 30 min). We further 

assumed that the rate of cell-cell unbinding decreases exponentially with the adhesion 

energy, while all other parameters were kept at their respective values identified from the in 

vitro experiments (for more details see Supplementary Note - Appendix 1). We then 

assumed that multiple cell-cell contacts have additive effects on Smad2 phosphorylation 

and we measured the average number of contacts for ppl cells in vivo. To this aim, we 

imaged Tg(gsc::mEGFP) embryos also expressing the nuclear marker H2A-mCherry and 

used the nuclear signal to define a three dimensional center point for each ppl cell (Fig 

3.5.2.1a). We then used those center points as the nodes of a Delaunay triangulation and 

the number of edges connected to each node (number of neighbours) as a measure of the 

number of simultaneous cell-cell contacts for each ppl cell (Fig 3.5.2.1b). We found that 

cell-cell contact numbers are well described by a binomial distribution with average and 

maximum number of cell-cell contacts equal to 8.1 and 16, respectively (Fig. 3.5.2.1c). 

Finally, we derived the average rates of cell-cell binding and unbinding within the ppl from 

our analysis of cell-cell contact durations of transplanted ppl cells in vivo (Fig. 3.1.2f,g, 

Supplementary Note - Appendix 1).  

Simulations of the complete model led to a remarkably close qualitative match between 

experimentally observed and theoretically predicted values of gsc expression levels as a 

function of cell-cell contact duration in ppl progenitors in vivo (Fig. 3.5.2.1d). Together, 

these findings strongly support the plausibility of our assumption that a positive feedback 

loop between cell-cell contact duration and Nodal signaling controls ppl cell fate 

specification during gastrulation. 
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With a working model in hand, we further asked if the model can provide additional insight 

into the role of the feedback loop between cell-cell contact duration and Nodal signaling in 

ppl cell fate specification. Notably, we found that when assuming a dependency of the cell-

cell unbinding rate on the Eff concentration leading to the best agreement of model 

predictions with the experimentally observed data (Fig. 3.5.2.1d, 3.5.2.2), the deterministic 

version of our model was bistable (Fig. 3.5.2.1e). Bistability is often associated to cellular 

decision making, with each of the stable steady-states corresponding, for example, to 

different cell fates 219. However, stochastic models typically show rather gradual dynamic 

changes during the transition between mono- and bistable regions of the parameter space, 

in contrast to the sharp transition of deterministic models 220,221. We found that our model 

lies in one such transition area, as small variations in the parameters resulted in the 

deterministic version of the model being monostable (Fig. 3.5.2.2). Translated to the 

situation within the ppl, the observation that the network is bistable, but also close to 

monostable, could mean that ppl cells remain sufficiently long in their respective state of 

cell-cell contact formation and associated gsc expression to decisively influence their fate. 

This reasoning was further supported by the observation that both in vivo and in silico, cells 

showing low gsc::mEGFP expression rates and low contact durations at the beginning of 

the experiment typically did not change their behavior until the end of the imaging period 

(Figs. 3.1.2c-e and 3.7.1a). 
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3.6 A positive feedback loop between prechordal plate 

cell-cell contact formation and Nodal signaling 
determines cell fate specification. 
Previous and our own observations suggest that the ppl gives rise to both mesoderm and 

endoderm structures of the zebrafish head 47,94,222, and that the duration of Nodal signaling 

determines whether cells within the region of the anterior axial mesendoderm remain within 

the ppl or turn into endoderm progenitors98. Based on our model predictions, we thus 

hypothesized that ppl cells displaying either long contact times and high gsc expression 

levels or very short contact times and low gsc expression levels remain sufficiently long in 

their respective states in order to influence, or even determine, whether they become ppl or 

endoderm. To test this hypothesis, we monitored simultaneously the expression of gsc, as 

a marker for ppl cell fate specification, and sox17, as a marker for endoderm specification, 

within the individual cells of the forming ppl in double transgenic 

Tg(gsc::tRFP);Tg(sox17::EGFP) embryos from shield to 75% epiboly stage (6-8 hpf; Fig. 

3.6.1a, Video 6). Consistent with our previous observations, we found that cells were either 

positioned in the bulk of the ppl expressing high levels of gsc::tRFP and low levels of 

sox17::EGFP, or were found outside of the ppl expressing only very low levels of gsc::tRFP 

and high levels of sox17::EGFP98. We further observed that gsc::tRFP expressing cells were 

occasionally leaving the ppl plate cell cluster and switching on sox17:EGFP expression (Fig. 

3.6.1a, Video 6). Interestingly, those leaving cells displayed considerably shorter contact 

duration with neighboring cells when compared to cells that remained within the ppl (Fig. 

3.6.1b), suggesting that reduced ppl cell-cell contact duration leads to ppl cells turning into 

endoderm. To further test whether the proportion of sox17 expressing cells leaving the ppl 

is under the control of a positive feedback loop between cell-cell contact duration and 

Nodal signalling, we analyzed the proportion of sox17::EGFP positive cells in experiments 

where we transplanted a mixture of control and e-cadherin morphant ppl cells from donor 

to host Tg(sox17::EGFP)197 embryos (Fig. 3.6.1c). We found an increased proportion of 

sox17::EGFP positive cells originating from transplanted e-cadherin morphant cells 

compared to control cells (Fig. 3.6.1d), suggesting that reducing ppl cell-cell contact 

duration increases their likelihood of becoming endoderm. Finally, we determined the 

proportion of sox17:EGFP positive cells in experiments where we transplanted a mixture of 

control and Opto-Actvr-expressing ppl cells from donor to host Tg(sox17:EGFP) embryos. 

Consistent with the notion that Nodal signaling mediates the positive feedback loop 

between cell-cell contact duration and ppl cell fate specification, we found that after light-
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activation of Nodal signaling in the transplanted cells, their likelihood of leaving the ppl and 

turning into sox17 expressing endoderm cells was reduced (Fig. 3.6.1d). Taken together, 

these results suggest that the positive feedback loop between ppl cell-cell contact duration 

and Nodal signaling within the ppl controls whether cells become mesoderm or endoderm.  
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3.7 Model prediction: isolation of ppl increases the 
likelihood of acquiring endoderm fate 
One key prediction of our stochastic model is that the duration of past cell-cell contacts is 

memorized by the molecular state of ppl cells long after the respective contacts ceased to 

exist. As a consequence, the model also predicted that temporarily preventing cell-cell 

contact formation might represent a sufficiently strong perturbation to have a significant 

effect on the later specification of those cells (Fig. 3.7.1a). To test this model prediction, we 

isolated ppl cells from Tg(sox17:EGFP) embryos and kept them in isolation for a prolonged 

period of time before transplanting them into the ppl of a WT host embryo. Consistent with 

the model predictions, we found that the likelihood of transplanted ppl cells to transform into 

endoderm was increased in cells kept in isolation for 20min before transplantation when 

compared to control cells that were transplanted immediately after isolation from the donor 

embryo (Fig. 3.7.1b-d). However, transplanted ppl cells tend to express sox17::EGFP at 

lower (as in Fig 3.7.1c) or higher (in other cases) levels than host endoderm cells. This may 

be due to asynchrony between donor and host ppl cells or to transplanted ppl cells initiating 

sox17 expression at variable times. Moreover, it is difficult to decide on the statistical 

significance of the results presented here and in the previous paragraph as, at the best of 

my knowledge, there are no accepted statistical tests that apply to this experimental set up 

(multiple tests of the effect of a treatment on population percentages). However, the result 

that prolonged Nodal signaling promotes gsc expression over sox17 has been independently 

shown in Sako et al98. Also the fact that impaired cell-cell adhesion is responsible for an 

increase in sox17 positive ppl cells is shown here with two independent experimental 

approaches (Fig. 3.6 and 3.7). The greater effect observed following isolation of ppl could be 

due to a more dramatic disruption of cell-cell contacts or to the cumulative effect of impairing 

cell-cell contact and Nodal signaling. Taken together, these findings strongly support the 

view that the formation of durable cell-cell contacts constitutes a key mode of modulating the 

activity of Nodal signaling in inducing mesoderm and endoderm cell fates during zebrafish 

gastrulation. It also indicates that the right assumptions have been made and the 

appropriate parameters have been included in our model. 
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4   Discussion 
Our results demonstrate that a positive feedback loop between cell-cell contact duration 

and Nodal signaling determines whether anterior axial mesendoderm cells either become 

ppl progenitors or endoderm progenitors. Positive feedback loops have previously been 

implicated in cell fate decisions, although in the large majority of those cases the positive 

feedback was thought to act on a transcriptional level 223–227. Our data demonstrate that the 

regulation of cell fate decisions is not restricted to positive feedback loops at the 

transcriptional level, but represents a generic form or regulation spanning different scales of 

organization ranging from transcriptional control on a molecular level to cell-cell contact 

formation on a cellular and tissue scale. 

 

We show that cell-cell contact formation causes a polarization of Nodal signaling pathway 

components, enhancing the competence of ppl cells to respond to Nodal signals. As the 

absence of specific antibodies or appropriate transgenic lines precludes the observation of 

the endogenous proteins, we assessed localization of over-expressed tagged versions of 

Nodal ligand and receptor, which may be artifactual. However, endogenous early 

endosomes, detected with EEA1, localize at cell-cell contacts suggesting that the 

subpopulation of Nodal signaling endosomes may also be polarized following cell-cell 

contact formation. This may result from directed transport of early endosomes or from 

longer half-life of endosomes at cell-cell contacts, or both. Experiments aimed at tracking 

endosomes will be required to determine the mechanisms underlying accumulation at cell-

cell contact. However, we found that MZoep ppl doublets exposed to Activin showed 

enhanced gsc expression compared to single cells, suggesting that cell polarization may 

increase Nodal signaling also independently from accumulation of ligand at cell-cell 

contacts. It is plausible that enrichment of early endosomes correlates with longer half-life 

of Nodal signaling endosomes, thereby resulting in increased Smad2 phosphorylation per 

active receptor. To test these hypotheses, It will be interesting to follow the localization of a 

tagged version of Activin and test if it persists in early endosomes for longer time in ppl cell 

doublets compared to single cells. 

 

The use of Ndr2 over-expression, Activin and light activated receptors (Opto-Actvr) to 

increase Nodal signaling also raises the question of how do these treatments compare to 

the physiological levels and modes of Nodal pathway activation within the embryo. 

Unfortunately, levels of endogenous Nodal ligands or Nodal receptor activation have not 
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been described in the zebrafish embryo, due to a lack of specific antibodies and/or 

appropriate transgenic lines. While it is likely that our approaches entail activation of Nodal 

signaling at higher rate than in the embryo, we tuned our experimental conditions to 

compare to endogenous situation as much as possible: i) Mzoep cells exposed to Activin 

were selected via FACS sorting so that only cells that expressed gsc::mEGFP at the same 

levels of WT ppl cells were used for further experiments; ii) Ndr2-EGFP was over-expressed 

at the minimum level necessary to obtain homogeneously induced embryos; within these 

over-expression levels, highly expressing cells formed cell-cell contacts of size comparable 

to the ones formed by endogenous ppl cells and low expressing cells comparable to the 

overall mesendoderm cell population (Fig. 3.3.1b); iii) activation of Opto-Actvr was 

performed only after shield stage (6 hpf). Given that very little is known on Oep and ligand 

independent signaling by Nodal receptors it was not possible to devise an assay to control 

for such effects in following Opto-Actvr activation.  

 

We further show that cell-cell contact formation promotes gsc expression in ppl cells in 

culture and within the embryo. We assume that the effect of one cell-cell contact, that we 

measure in culture, is additive, resulting in greater increase of gsc expression in ppl cells in 

vivo compared to ppl cells in culture. However, comparing rates of gsc expression between 

ppl cells in culture and in vivo is problematic due to differences in the experimental setup 

(confocal microscope for in vitro assays, two-photon for in vivo), developmental time 

window analyzed (50-170 min after shield stage in culture, 30-90 min after shield stage in 

vivo) and data normalization. When computing gsc::mEGFP expression rates of ppl cells in 

vivo as fold increase, similar to the analysis of ppl cells in culture (Fig. 3.2.1), we find values 

ranging from 1.11 to 3.00. Therefore, the increase in gsc::mEGFP  detected in ppl cells in 

culture (single cells, 1.5; doublets; 1.7) falls within this range. However, if cell-cell contact 

formation may affect cell fate of ppl cells in culture remains unclear. Given our finding that 

the proportion of ppl cells turning into endoderm and expressing sox17 depends on cell-cell 

contact duration, it would be interesting to know if sox17 expression is more likely in single 

cells compared to doublets in culture. Unfortunately, this analysis was precluded by 

sox17::EGFP being expressed only at later stages of development and by ppl cells surviving 

in culture only for limited time. It would be interesting to test if ppl cells transplanted in 

ectopic positions and devoid of cell-cell contacts are more likely to express sox17 than ppl 

cells forming clusters.  

Interestingly, our stochastic model proposes that cell-cell contact formation coupled to the 

accumulation of Nodal pathway components allows ppl cells to “measure” the average 
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duration of cell-cell contacts - as opposed to only the number of cell-cell contacts - by a 

mechanism closely resembling kinetic proofreading (Fig. 4.1 a,b). Kinetic proofreading was 

first proposed to explain the comparatively small error rates in biosynthetic processes like 

protein synthesis or DNA replication228, but was later shown to also constitute a mechanism 

with which signaling pathways can discriminate between few specific receptor binding 

substrates with long binding durations, and many unspecific binding substrates with short 

binding durations 229. In the latter, discrimination is based on one or more nearly irreversible 

activation reactions after formation of the substrate-receptor complex and before induction 

of downstream signaling. This effective time delay results in differential pathway activation 

of long and short binding substrates even if the respective substrate-receptor complexes 

have equal concentration. The dynamics of ppl cell-cell contact formation and loss closely 

resemble the dynamics of substrate-receptor binding and unbinding. In this case, the delay 

of Nodal pathway activation after cell-cell contact formation due to the necessary prior 

localization of Nodal signaling pathway components at the cell-cell contact sites takes the 

role of the irreversible activation reaction crucial for kinetic proofreading228 (Fig. 4.1 b). Our 

model proposes that due to this effective kinetic proofreading scheme less than a quarter of 

all cell-cell contacts with an average duration of one minute lead to pathway activation, 

whereas more than three quarters of contacts with an average duration of ten minutes lead 

to pathway activation (Fig. 4.1c). This prediction is consistent with our observation that cell-

cell contact duration rather than the absolute number of cell-cell contact scales with 

gsc::mEGFP expression in ppl cells (Fig. 3.1.2). Collectively, these findings suggest that 

kinetic proofreading, originally described in the context of molecular processes such as 

protein synthesis, DNA replication and receptor-ligand interaction, represents a generic 

concept also applicable to morphogenetic processes, such as cell-cell contact formation. 
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A.   Appendix 1  
Stochastic modeling of the positive feedback loop between cell-cell contact formation and 

nodal signaling in the ppl during zebrafish gastrulation. The work presented in this section 

was performed by Moritz Lang. 

  

 


